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Kinia's unique system of local government is stumbling into the 21st century. The
Commonwealth's distinct and independent cities
and counties are experiencing increasing difficulty coping with modern local governance.
Faced with escalating demands for services and
declining revenues, these jurisdictions have fallen
to squabbling over their respective shares of a
stagnant or diminishing tax base. The result is
a local polity that leaves its officials frustrated,
its citizens dissatisfied, and its desirability
dubious.
In 1988 the General Assembly ofVirginia
passed legislation designed to solve the
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Virginia cities seem
to have little choice:
either continue
to struggle alone
or give up
independence.

. .... .......... ...........
problem. The result-the Reversion Statutepermits an independent city to revert to town
status, thereby integrating the former city into
a surrounding or neighboring county. While
the new town could continue to function as
a distinct entity, it would be subordinate to
the county government. Most notably, the
city would be relieved of its sole responsibility for public safety, health, welfare, and
education. With reversion, a voluntary
surrendering of municipal independence, city
and county both would pool services and
burdens and enlarge their revenue bases.
Municipal reversion would appear to be
the triumph of the county as the preeminent
unit of local government. The cities seem to
have little choice: either continue to struggle
alone or give up independence. As the Reversion Statute comes to be implemented, however,
it will be seen that the cities have-inadvertently-been given a strong card to play, one
that will permit them to set the agenda for change
in Virginia's local government structure and may
not necessarily spell their demise.
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Counties were originally Virginia's only unit of
local governance. From the Colonial era until the
Civil War, county government was largely the basis
for local rule. From the Commonwealth's beginning, however, cities acquired a distinct and separate
status. Virginia was predominantly rural, its people
highly individualistic; the county provided few
services and levied few taxes. By the era of Reconstruction, however, the Commonwealth had begun
to experience the dramatic population shifts that
were being felt throughout the country. Established
cities and towns grew larger and new ones emerged
almost overnight. Increasingly, urban populations
came to demand more services from their government-public safety, transportatio ,ut·lities-, and,
foremost, education. County government remained
tied to its rural origins and, as such, proved increasingly inadequate in attempting to address the issues
and demands of urbanization.
In the late 19th century the state legislature attempted to solve the problem. Virginia
joined the growing list of "Dillon Rule" states.
The Dillon Rule, named for a 19th century judge
who expressed the concept most coherently,
asserts that all local governing authority is granted
to a municipality at the pleasure of the state legislature. Localities are essentially tenants at will
upon what is ultimately the property of the state.
Virginia sporadically implemented a subtle and
largely informal evolving effort to provide more
effective government for the urban areas of the state.
The ultimate result was the institutionalization of
the concept of the independent city. Urbanized
areas could be divorced from the surrounding county,
incorporated as an independent unit, and given a
legislative charter as a city. County government would
remain a largely laissez faire entity, providing comparatively few services to its citizenry and levying
few taxes in return. City government, freed from
the restrictions of passive county ordinances, would
have greater discretion actively to establish municipal services and consequently impose higher taxes.
The stage was thus set for a parallel development of Virginia local government. Cities and
counties entered the 20th century supposedly well
suited to fulfill their respective urban and rural governing roles. As Virginia moved from the bucolic
days of the pre-Depression era to the baby-booming post-war years, however, counties faced increasing
public demands to provide services comparable to
those found in the cities. The result was that by the
end of the 1950s the roles of city and county government had become practically indistinguishable.
Both operated police, fire, utility, sanitation, and
highly expensive education systems.
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Increasing demand for services, while fundamentally altering the scope ofcounty government, weighed
heavily upon the cities. Counties had a relatively
untapped tax base upon which to draw, but cities
found themselves financially restricted by their populations and territorial boundaries. As the need for
revenues increased, cities sought to increase their
size and expand their tax base by annexing land from
the surrounding county or counties.
The General Assembly first codified the
annexation process in 1904; it survives in Chapter
25 of Title 15.1 of the Virginia Code of 1950 and
has been frequently amended. Recourse to the courts
has been a feature of the 12rocess from its inception.
While annexation was never viewed benignly
by the counties, there were few strident objections to
city-initiated annexation as long as counties remained
in their traditionally passive, rural role. As counties
faced the rising clamor for services, however, they
began to view their tax base more protectively, and
opposition to annexation intensified. The result was
that by the close of the 1950s the court battles of the
preceding decades had attained a highly vitriolic level;
hotly contested litigation was an expected adjunct to
any attempted annexation.
The General Assembly, reacting to the
unabated animosity characterizing annexation, sought
solutions in the 1970s and 1980s. In 1986 it created the Commission on Local Government
Structures and Relationships, popularly called the
Grayson Commission, and charged it with making
recommendations to soothe annexation difficulties
and improve local government. The Commission's
most drastic, and most bluntly effective, suggestion
was a ban on all annexation attempts by the cities.
The Grayson Commission recognized the
problems facing these smaller cities, and stated that
perhaps the time had arrived to eliminate them as
independent entities, thus favoring the county form
of government. Since smaller cities were finding it
more difficult to provide efficient services with their
restricted tax base, the Commission recommended
that they could revert to dependent entitiestowns-within their respective counties. Nobill was
enacted from the work of the Commission, but its
ideas colored subsequent developments.
Foremost among the recommendations of the
Commission were suggestions that the annexation
process be largely denied to independent cities, and
that cities with populations of less than 125,000 be
not only permitted but actively encouraged to revert
to town status. The Commission went on to describe
the primary "inducement" for reversion that could be
offered these smaller cities: only those devolving into
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towns would be permitted to expand territorially.
Further, the town annexation process would be
simplified.
The Grayson Commission recognized the
historical trends that were placing enormous
financial strain upon small cities, stating in its final
report that:
Conflict over annexation has intensified for
counties surrounding medium- and small-size
cities. Annexation by towns has not created
the ill will nor been as hotly contested as those
by independen t cities . . . because town
annexations do not remove real property from
the tax base.
Such was not entirely the case. Town annexations have been-and continue to be-opposed,
primarily by counties fearing that a town may eventually seek city status and the town's annexed land
would be irretrievably lost. Reversion of a city charter, however, prevents this contingency. A reverted
city is prohibited from seeking its former independent status.
The Commission was irrevocably committed
to replacing the historical annexation process with
an entirely new program. Small cities, the de facto
villains of the state's annexation dilemma, would
be driven to seek town status if they were to
expand; if not, they could make do with what they
had. "Making do" was hardly an option if such cities no longer had the tax base to support their budgets.
Virginia's local hostilities would be solved by eliminating one of the adversarial parties, the city. Thus
the inducement to become a town would theoretically be too attractive to ignore.

the appointment of a special three-judge court,
selected from the pool of circuit court judges and
charged with entertaining the petition. The Commission on Local Government conducts a formal
study and issues its recommendations. Litigation
before the special court is permissible. The court
may impose additional conditions to address difficulties or inequities arising from the reversion.
Any party objecting to the decision has an opportunity to appeal. There is no provision for a voter
referendum.
Explicit subscription to the Grayson
Commission's "inducement" theory is not evident
in the Reversion Statute. Nonetheless, the legislature did synthesize that theory into the statute. This
is apparent in other acts passed while the Commission was in existence. Disapproval of the hostile
annexation process is reflected in the 1987 moratorium on city-initiated annexation, since extended
three times, and now in effect until July 1, 1997.
Incentive theory was openly incorporated into a fiveyear prohibition against any loss of state funds if
local governments consolidate.
Further evidence of the legislature's intent to
encourage reversion through the lure of town annexation lies in the fact that, since 1980, the General
Assembly has made no substantive amendments to
the Code sections establishing town annexation
procedures. Ifthe General Assembly had not intended
annexation to be an inducement for cities to revert to
towns, it would have altered the relevant Code sections and made town annexation equally difficult or
impermissible.

By 1988 the General Assembly had decided to act
by passing Chapter 20.2 of Title 15.1 of the Code
of Virginia, the Reversion Statute. It provides for a
mechanism by which a city can return the municipal charter granted it by the state. It would cease to
be an independent city and would revert to town
status, integrating with the county from whence it
came. The city tax base would join that of the county,
although the new town could continue to impose
additional taxes to provide any services beyond those
delivered by the county. The constitutional officers
of the city would be eliminated. Judges would
retain their positions but the city courts would be
merged with those of the county. Other officers and
departments may be eliminated, as circumstances
might require.
Dnder the reversion process, a city with a population under 50,000 that seeks to end its independent
status issues a petition for reversion. This results in

The systemic obstacles to reversion may be grouped
into four broad categories: pride, purse, politics, and
prejudice.
Pride comes from the long civic history and
innate conservatism ofVirginians. Perhaps the foremost attribute of the current system of local
government is that it is "time-honored." City
residents are accustomed to being distinct from county
residents and their councils and to acting independently of county concerns, budgets, and goals. It
would be a difficult emotional step to become, overnight, merely a part of something, rather than the
thing itself.
Second is the power of the purse. Many city
residents would balk at the prospect of "double
taxation." While a city may give up its exclusive control, this does not mean it surrenders the power to
tax; indeed, the contrary is the norm. Towns routinely levy taxes in addition to those of the county
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The looming
prospect of
a personal
reversion from
council member
to private citizen
could keep many
city leaders from
pursuing the
course they know
to be best.

• to which they belong. The specter of double taxa• tion,"while in practice amounting to a slight increase
• above current levels, may in theory paint vivid mental
• pictures ofprecisely what the term implies-doubled
• tax rates.
A companion of the finance issue is the level
• of service provision. The new town might seek dra• matic reductions in the variety or extent ofits services,
• citing its diminished status. The county might compel
• the town to limit services due to financial constraints.
• Dual possibilities of increased taxes or diminished
• services would hold little attraction for a city resi• dent. Further, the county would likely object to
• the price it must pay for reversion, which by defi• nition requires the county to pay the bills. The very
reasons leading a city to seek reversion-the need
• for more revenue, area, and services, and the pros• pect of having to make painful spending cuts-are
• precisely the reasons pushing a county to oppose a
reverSIon.
Hand-in-hand with civic pride and tight purse
• strings goes politics. Faced with the psychological
• dislocation ofsudden political dependence, city voters
• could revolt and express their disapproval at the ballot
• box. The council members who took their city down
• the path to town status might find themselves thrown
• out at the first election of the new town council.
• The looming prospect of a personal reversion from
• council member to private citizen could keep many
• city leaders from pursuing the course they know to
• be best.
Additionally, cities pursuing reversion should
• be prepared to be carved into multiple supervisory
• districts once they become towns. It is doubtful that a
• county so recently forced to swallow a city it neither
• ordered nor wanted would permit it to be a potent
• voting block within the county. Animosity within a
• county forced to accept a reverted city could be con• siderable. For its part, the county should expect Justice
Department scrutiny of such redistricting if the
• political dissection dilutes minority voting strength.
Such concerns lead inevitably to the issue of
• prejudice. Cities in this century have become the
• historical centers ofVirginia's black population; the
• counties are largely the domain of whites. While
• city status certainly is no visible wall, it nonetheless
• maintains a level ofinterracial comfort, a de minimis
• segregation replacing the de facto and de jure segre• gation of the past. Although it would never be
• expressly mentioned in opposition to a reversion, a
• county would nevertheless hear a faint undercur• rent saying this racial wall is best left standing. The
• reality is that reversion, or the cooperation that the
• threat of it would foster, permits a pooling of resources, efforts, and attitudes that benefit the entire
• region, both black and white.

4:

FIRST REVERSION
The City of South Boston was the first small city
to attempt a reversion. In December 1990 it filed
the necessary petition. City of South Boston v.
Halifax County thus initiated the first reversion
case in Virginia's long line of municipal litigation. South Boston sought to revert to town status
within Halifax County. South Boston is located
at the center of Halifax County. The city found
the costs of continuing its level of municipal
services excessive, and a contracting tax base due
to population loss aggravated the situation. Foremost of its problems, almost half of the city's
water and sewer capacity was consumed by the
county, primarily by an industrial park at the city's
edge. Rebuffed on cooperative proposals and
barred from annexation, South Boston turned to
reversion as a final option.
South Boston expected that territorial expansion would accompany its reversion as a matter of
course. The most notable population and economic
growth in the 1980s had occurred in the county
along the periphery of South Boston's borders. As a
new town, South Boston could extend its boundary lines to encompass this area, especially the
industrial park it already served. The Commission
on Local Government, discharging its duty under
the Reversion Statute, addressed South Boston's
hopes-and more importantly, the legislative intent
underlying the statute. In its official report to the
special reversion court the Commission stated:
The reversion of the City of South Boston to
town status should remove sources of potential conflict between the municipality and
Halifax County.... One of the major consequences ofthe reversion ofcities to town status
should be the facilitation of municipal growth.
Since the expansion of the boundaries of a
town, unlike that of a city, does not serve to
diminish a county . . . the opportunity for
towns and counties to reach agreements
encompassing the extension of municipal
boundaries is enhanced.
South Boston thus seemed to be pursuing precisely the course envisioned by the Grayson
Commission and General Assembly. It was hoped
that in South Boston the Reversion Statute would
succeed in improving the historically hostile citycounty system. Such was, literally, not to be the case.
The city's petition set the process in motion.
The Commission on Local Government conducted
an exhaustive review of the advantages and disadvantages of the proposed reversion and in January
1992 issued its report. It recommended that the
reversion be permitted, with few conditions. In
December 1992 the special court issued its
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decision, which permitted the reversion but imposed,
under its assumed statutory authority to correct
perceived inequities, a number of additional provisions. Chief among these was a prohibition on any
annexation attempt by the projected Town of South
Boston for fifteen years. In addition, the special court
required the would-be town to continue to provide essentially the same municipal services that it
provided as a city, and that the indebtedness of the
city school facilities be completely paid for from city
coffers prior to the consolidation of the two educational systems.
Faced with the elimination of nearly all
incentives to pursue reversion, the City of South
Boston appealed to the Virginia Supreme Court,
asserting that the special reversion court contradicted
the legislative policy underlying the Reversion Statute and exceeded its statutory power by imposing
the annexation ban. South Boston v. Halifax County
thus offered a case of first impression on the legislative intent behind the Reversion Statute and the
authority to impose conditions upon reversion granted
to the special courts. The city won an overwhelming victory on all fronts.
South Boston won each of the points argued
on appeal. In a unanimous decision handed down
on February 25, 1994, the Virginia Supreme Court
announced that the new town could not be barred
from initiating annexation proceedings. Nor could
the town be required to provide any specified range
of services. Finally, the county could not expect the
town to fully fund the indebtedness of its school
facilities out of its own coffers only to turn them
over to county control, since from the moment of
reversion, the city's financial burdens become the
county's. Thoroughly rebuffing the special court,
the Supreme Court merely left it to set the date for
South Bosto 's reversion to town status.
South Boston v. Halifax County was a characteristically conservative decision for the Supreme
Court. It declined to delve into the realm of legislative history and intent, preferring to remain strictly
with statutory construction. Looking to the
Reversion Statute, it found no ground upon which
the special court could base its ruling. The Court
expressly limited the special courts to the powers
granted them in the Reversion Statute. By implication, this sets the parameters of the special courts'
powers to "address inequities" and ensure a smooth
transition from city to town status. While the special court, and Halifax County, took that clause of
the statute to imply broad authority to craft a specialized reversion "package," the Supreme Court
apparently viewed the clause quite narrowly. As a
result, special courts can do very little tinkering with
the reversion process. Put simply, when a city chooses

to revert, there are few conditions that may be
imposed upon it; a county must, on the whole,
accept the new town "as is."

A

DOOR OPENED WIDE

The ultimate impact of South Boston v. Halifax
County is to open the door for future reversions
across Virginia. The Court has given a final and
most effective expression to the inducement theory
of the Reversion Statute. In return for surrendering its independence, the city is given almost
complete authority to select the timing and circumstances for its reversion to town status. Put
bluntly, if the city elects to proceed with its reversion, a county has little choice but to consent.
This situation gives cities the luxury of having
reversion as a final option and, in the meantime,
using its threat as a tool with which to extract
concessions from a county.
A few caveats do remain, however. Implicit in
the Court's decision is a respect for the evaluations of
the Commission on Local Government. If the Commission thought a reversion was ill-advised, it probably
would not proceed. Alternatively, if the Commission
recommended a specific program for the reversion of
a particular city, the special court would be completely
justified in endorsing it. Such power is granted to the
courts in the reversion statute itself. The Commission
is charged with reviewing the reversion petition and
issuing recommendations to the special court. The
court is charged with reviewing these recommendations. Thus as long as the court endorses the report
and its recommended course ofaction, it may be relatively well assured of having discharged its duties
properly. Only by deviating from the Commission's
conclusions, as did the special court in South Boston,
does the court open itself to reversal in the Supreme
Court. The real arbiter of the reversion process may
be said to be the Commission on Local Government.
Here arises a fundamental paradox surrounding the entire issue: the Commission will likely differ
from the counties on what constitutes an undesirable
reversion. The most heavily burdened, indebted, and
problem-laden cities are those in which counties would
most vehemently oppose a reversion. Yet it is precisely
these cities which the Reversion Statue most seeks to
address as the prime candidates for reversion.
Additionally, it cannot be foreseen how politics will affect the ultimate utility of reversion.
The Virginia Association of Counties is seeking
to redress the unintentionally inordinate leverage given to cities by the Reversion Statute and
the South Boston ruling by seeking legislation that
would place a 10 year post-reversion moratorium
on annexations by a reverted city. Further, there
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Perhaps the
greatest potential
for a solution
to Virginia's
problem of local
government lies
not in reversion,
tier cities,
consolidation,
or the shire,
u in a syn hesis
of the four.

are indications that town annexations may become increasingly hostile, particularly if animosity
remains strong in a county that unwillingly
accepts a city's reversion.

NTENABLE ALTERNATIVES

6

The alternatives to reversion are the tier city, consolidation, and "shire" approaches. All are touted
as being the preferred alternative to reversion, by
maximizing cooperation and minimizing acrimony.
The tier city concept is similar to the structure of local government in North Carolina, where
a city, while subordinate to the county, retains its
municipal identity. Services and revenue are divided
between the county and tier city on a continuously
negotiated, cooperative basis.
In consolidation, city and county meld into
one massive entity, essentially inverting the result
of the Reversion Statute. The huge Tidewater cities
surrounding Hampton Roads (Suffolk, Newport
News, Hampton, Virginia Beach, and Chesapeake)
are the result of the union in the 1960s and 1970s
ofseveral counties with much smaller namesake cities.
The process for consolidation differs dramatically
from that for reversion. Extensive negotiations
between city and county are aimed at attaining
equitable satisfaction ofboth entities' concerns. Unlike
tier cities, these negotiations result in a finite plan
and are not subject to continual revision after
initial implementation.
Notably, the consolidation plan must be confirmed by the General Assembly-a largely pro-forma
hurdle-and approved by a referendum of the affected populations. This latter requirement has
defeated all recent attempted consolidations, the most
spectacular failure being the late 1980s rejection of
a much-touted merger of Roanoke City and County
by the voters of the county. The merger plan for
Staunton and Augusta county addressed the possibility of voter disapproval by including a default
provision. In the face of a referendum defeat,
the plan directed that heightened cooperation be
nonetheless pursued and established a revenue-sharing
program for the two localities.
Bedford City and County have introduced the
"shire" concept to Virginia, an idea blending the tier
city and consolidation. The present City of Bedford
would become a shire of the new "city," which would
follow the borders of the old county. The shire would
retain a partially independent identity. A system of
shared responsibilities of city and shire has been negotiated. The plan, which has drawn much comment
and praise, has yet to be submitted to the voters.
The consensus and rationality implied by the
tier city, consolidation, and the novel shire concepts

are presumed to be preferable to the blunt solution
of reversion. These alternatives offer the opportunity to realign service provision and revenue
distribution between the two entities-city or
county- best able to maximize their value. Theoretically, this would mark a welcome return to the
happy"division of labor" that underlay the separation, into two distinct camps, of Virginia's
urban-activist cities and rural-passive counties over
a century ago.
This presumption fails to address the fundamental flaws of these alternatives-the difficulties
achieving intergovernmental cooperation and the
unpredictable outcome of the referendum process.
The alternatives to reversion require a cooperative
atmosphere between city and county, which is hardly
a given. Even the best laid plans for consolidation
may founder upon the requirement of referendum
endorsement, as did the proposed merger ofRoanoke
City and County. If consensus is reached between
the local government parties, the same systemic
obstacles to reversion exist for consolidation, with
the added factor that the voting populace will voice
its dissatisfaction before, rather than after, the plan
is executed. The failure of consolidation is one of
the reasons underlying the advent of reversion.
Reversion does not require a referendum; it is precisely because the alternatives come with unattainable
prerequisites that reversion becomes the most
tenable option.
Perhaps the greatest potential for a solution
to Virginia's problem of local government lies not
in reversion, tier cities, consolidation, or the shire,
but in a synthesis of the four. If consolidation is
politically impossible or unachievable and reversion
is practically unattractive, a solution could be reached
just short of either. Joint ventures in service provision and revenue sharing could be undertaken,
allowing each locality to retain its independence.
The benefits of pooled efforts serve as the incentive
and the city's threat of reversion as the catalyst to
propel negotiation.
A local government solution could thus
be created by the governing bodies of cities and
counties that is free of legislative, judicial, or electoral pressures, because the merger need not be ratified
at the polls. Reversion becomes the final option looming in the background, and the localities' desire for
"anything but that" would propel them to experiment and seek other solutions. Even if the counties,
in their legislative agenda, succeed in eliminating
the annexation incentive in the Reversion Statute,
this coercive value of reversion will remain largely
undiminished. Annexation may be blocked, but the
threat of forced absorption of a city's problems by a
hapless county nevertheless survives.
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What constitutes a prime candidate for municipal
reversion? A review of contrasting cities can provide
an approximation of the two fundamental variations.

CHARLOTTESVILLE:
MARRIAGE OF CONVENIENCE
The central Piedmont City of Charlottesville lies at
the center ofAlbemarle County. Its economy is largely
driven by the niversity ofVirginia, whose academic
calendar causes the local population to fluctuate
between 40,000 and 60,000. Charlottesville enjoys
a high standard of living and numerous cultural
opportunities, and it serves as the economic and
entertainment hub for surrounding Albemarle
County. Com ared to Virginia localities as a whole,
Charlottesville provides a high level ofservices, funded
through somewhat high tax rates based on a stable
population, a sufficiently diversified economy, and
the omnipresent University. Nevertheless,
Charlottesville is one of Virginia's financially
stressed cities.
The city enjoys a highly cooperative relationship with Albemarle County. A microcosm of the
natural synthesis of city and county to create an
attractive whole, Charlottesville and Albemarle operate a joint security complex; joint water, sewer
and solid waste authorities; and a regional airport.
They also cooperate in promoting the attractions
of their common region and maintaining several
recreational facilities. As a further symbol of the
importance Charlottesville has for the county, the
city remains the county seat; the county government and administrative offices still reside there.
In 1982 the city and county entered into a unique
agreement under which each year Albemarle County
transfers a percentage of its property tax collections
to Charlottesville in return for the city relinquishing its ability to annex county territory. The 1994
payment was approximately $4.5 million.
Reversion would mean the integration of the
few remaining-though most important-services:
education, public health, and safety. Admittedly,
these remain the salient functions and features of
both the city and county, but this does not alter the
essential spirit of cooperation existing between the
two jurisdictions.
Albemarle County would likely balk at the
idea of reversion for a number of reasons:
Charlottesville has the higher percentage of lower
income families, a higher crime rate, and a greater
appetite for services. There would likely be a degree of subsidization of the city by the wealthier
tax base of the county. Reversion could bring
higher taxes to the county. Last is the great, if
hidden, reservation: Charlottesville's black

population. Racial tension would be a silent
enemy of reversion.
For Charlottesville, reversion would mean the
surrender of a long and proud history of independence and the prospect of potentially greater tax
burdens on a populace that already issues the occasional groan of dissatisfaction. It also could lead to a
loss of revenue-sharing funds.
Yet what reversion ultimately means is merely
the culmination of a trend both Charlottesville and
Albemarle have pursued effectively and with considerable success. The two have already pooled
resources and efforts on a variety ofprojects and both
have reaped the benefits. By reverting, Charlottesville
ultimately opens the door for both city and county
to literally double their potential. Resistance, while
certainly present, should be both token and halfhearted. An even more likely scenario would be the
formation of an arrangement very near that of a tier
city. The essentially cordial relations between city
and county set the stage for increased joint ventures,
building upon the cooperation already present. In
the face of the tacitly-and tactfully-understood
possibility of reversion, the incentives to pursue increased cooperative ventures would be high. The
formal structure of this cooperation should stop short
of a nominal tiering or consolidation, thus avoiding
the need for a politically risky referendum. In sum,
the trump card of reversion would permit
Charlottesville to ensure further evolution of the
intergovernmental relations already in place. Greater
cooperation could be developed if the alternative is
a reversion unwanted by Albemarle County.
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MARTINSVILLE:
SHOTGUN WEDDING
This Southside Virginia city of 16,500 presents a
decidedly different picture. Long home to a proud
entrepreneurial spirit, Martinsville has recently been
dealt a series of blows. The industries forming its
economic base-furniture and textiles-are not the
ones of the 21st century. Diversification and development have been fitful and have been coupled with
a steady decline in city population. Yet with this diminishing revenue base Martinsville faces the same
demand for services it did in the comparatively prosperous 1980s. Having long prided itself on a high
quality of life and a good school system, the city has
struggled to maintain its character.
In contrast to the cooperative atmosphere
of Charlottesville-Albemarle, little cooperation
exists between Martinsville and surrounding Henry
County. The county moved its administrative
offices from the city in the 1970s. In an era when
all of the Southside region increasingly feels the
need to aggressively pursue economic development,
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few joint efforts are contemplated or undertaken
by city and county. Even mingling the refuse of
the two localities seems impossible-a proposal
for a joint landfill to replace the rapidly filling
sites of both localities has been met with reluctance and suspicion.
Perhaps the greatest symbolic act occurred in
1993, when county voters chose to relocate their
courts facility next to the solitary county administration building, stripping uptown Martinsville of
a sorely needed attribute. Having rejected a proposal for a joint courthouse and jail, the offer of a
free site within the city, and, finally, an incentive
package to remain in the economically hard-pressed
uptown, the county preferred instead to abandon
its home of 160 years and build on a site immediately in front of an abandoned landfill.
What area residents have not widely realized
is the importance of Martinsville to Henry County.
It remains at the county's heart; it serves as the job
site for most of its citizens, and it offers them the
bulk of their local shopping and dining.
The reasons for opposing a reversion are similar
to those of Albemarle County. In the short term,
Henry County would see little attraction in accepting what it perceives to be a declining city, full of
unwanted burdens, bankruptcies, and a large black
population. IfMartinsville should choose to revertor use the threat ofreversion-to persuade the county
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to come to terms, it could force, in the long term,
the very solution required to bring both city and
county into the 21st century: the integration of
effort-and people of both races-needed to revitalize an ailing region.
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TO THE FUTURE

Reversion does indeed offer a solution for the problems facing Virginia's small cities. Faced with constant
or growing demand for services and expenditures,
yet frozen at their current size, the cities are strapped
to a stagnant or decreasing revenue base. The result
is an inability to adapt to the realities of a modernizing Commonwealth. Whether used as the last resort
of an exasperated city seeking to force a solution
upon a recalcitrant county or deftly wielded as a
bargaining chip to press for increased intergovernmental cooperation, reversion will be a term heard
with increasing frequency among the localities of
the Commonwealth.
As with all best laid plans, the Reversion Statute will be implemented and have consequences in
ways not contemplated by its drafters. A new form
of local governance is required in Virginia. It will
be found amidst much-needed discussion between
Virginia cities and counties. The cities currently have
the ability to set the agenda. The search must
begin now. •
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